
C O N T E X T  &  R E L E V A N C E

Humanitarian governance has been

rapidly changing over the last

decade . The international character

of humanitarian action is shifting to

recognize and advance the multiple

roles of local state and non-state

actors . The logic of humanitarian

action is become more diverse and

shifts from a single focus on the

humanitarian principles to

alternative practices organized

around , for example , resilience ,

accountability or solidarity . We also

expect to see that aid recipients gain

more voice to challeng  governance

through accountability and advocacy

practices . 

 

P R O J E C T  A T  A  G L A N C E Finally , humanitarian actors find it

increasingly difficult to define the

scope of their actions and identify

who is , and who is not , eligible for

humanitarian assistance . The latter

gains in importance as projections on

disasters and displacement in

relation to climate change concern

ever larger numbers of affected

people .

The humanitarian governance

research project aims to understand

how humanitarian governance is

imagined and organized in the

interplay of different actors of aid

recipients and civil society actors

alter governance relations , and how

different patterns of governance

emerge in different types of crisis

and context of state-society-aid

relations .

It has an important secondary

objective in broadening the

methodological repertoire of

humanitarian studies by expanding

the space for iterative and interactive

research ‘from below ’ in the rapidly

changing , risky and unstable

contexts of humanitarian crises . See

the first blog about the programme

under this link .

 

Duration: 2021 – 2025

Coordination: Dorothea Hilhorst

Location : International Institute of

Social Studies , Erasmus University

Funding : European Research

Council , advanced grant*.

    
Humanitarian governance country

studies in Colombia , Ethiopia , and

Democratic Republic of Congo

(DRC)        

Humanitarian governance of

climate-related displacement

Humanitarian alternative ethics

Components:

*The project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union ’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme , project 884139 .



This WP critically reviews the ethical

assumptions of dominant actors in

humanitarian governance and how

they are challenged from within ,

outside and below . 

Format: PhD research , 4 years

Collaboration: for the sake of this

WP , a global ‘observatory ’ will be

formed of internationally established

critical thinkers that can sharpen

and validate the observations from

the WP .

 Ethical alternatives

This case study , focuses on cutting-

edge interventions developed as

responses to climate-change related

humanitarian challenges .

Format : PhD research

Collaborations : a sounding board

group will be formed to comment on

the specific research design and

validate its findings . 

Outcomes : global case study that

informs humanitarian governance in

the making , based on research of

selected interventions . 

Case study at an international
level of climate-related

displacement

R E S E A R C H  D E S I G N  &  
C O L L A B O R A T I O N S

Outcomes: a model of humanitarian

alternatives , based on the review of

literature and the voices of the crisis-

affected population , and validated by

the global observatory

Case studies focused on Colombia,
Ethiopia and Democratic

 Republic of Congo  

These case studies will question how

humanitarian governance is imaged

and organized in the interplay

between international actors ’ national

authorities , civil society actors and

crisis-affected population analyzing

their roles , their source of legitimacy ,

their patterns of interactions , how

they translate their interventions and

the observed outcomes .

Format: PhD research in each of the

countries .

.

 

The Humanitarian Governance

project will contribute to the way

humanitarian governance is seen

and understood by focusing on the

viewpoints of affected communities

and civil society actors , and their

influence on humanitarian

governance . Furthermore , it will have

an impact on humanitarian studies

and ethics research exploring the

boundaries of participatory research

in conflict-affected and politically

volatile areas .



C O O R D I N A T I O N

Development of new conceptual
tools for understanding

governance 

as well as the ethical alternatives and

how these relate in practice .

This work will be ongoing throughout

the duration of the programme and

involve the entire research team and

networks . 

Her focus is on aid-society relations :

studying how aid is embedded in the

context , impacts on governments and

society , and is shaped by the

manifold actions of actors in and

around programmes for protection ,

service delivery and capacity

development .

She has a special interest in the

intersections of humanitarianism

with development , peacebuilding

and gender-relations .

Dorothea Hilhorst
is a professor of

humanitarian

studies at the

International

Institute for Social

Studies (ISS) of

Erasmus University

in The Hague .

Collaborations: The PhD research

will be embedded in country-based

partner institutes , coordinated by a

research partner and assisted by a

researcher from practice .

Outcomes: context-informed analysis

on governance relations and their

changes due to accountability and

advocacy processes . 

Her research programmes have taken

place in settings affected by disaster ,

conflict and fragility , including

Afghanistan , Angola , Burundi , the

Democratic Republic of Congo ,

Ethiopia , the Philippines , Rwanda ,

South Sudan , and Sri Lanka . Currently ,

her main research programme

concerns cases where ‘conflict meets

disaster ’ , that studies disaster

governance in high-conflict , low-

conflict and post-conflict societies . 

She was awarded an ERC advanced

grant and will start her research

programme on humanitarian

governance in 2021 . 

Email : hilhorst@iss .nl 

Twitter : @hilhorst_thea

It is crucial to understand

governance in its context , as working

for accountability , advocacy ,


